Introduction
In the model selection problem, we must balance the ccrrnplexity of a statistical model with its goodness of fit to the training data. This problem arises repeatedly in statistical es-
[ imation, machine learmng, and scientific inquiry in general.
Instances of the model selection problem include choosing the best number of hidden nodes in a neural network, determining the right amount of pruning to be performed on a decmion tree, and choosing the degree of a polynomial fit to a set of points.
In each of these cases, the goal N not to minimize the error on the training data, but to minimize the resulting generalization error.
Many model selection algorithms have been proposed in the hterature of several different research communities, too many to productively survey here. (A more detailed history of the problem wdl be given in the full paper.) Perhaps surprlsmgly, despite dle many proposed solutions for model selecuon and the diverse methods of analysis, direct comparisons between the Lhffcrent proposals (either experimental or theoretical) JR rare.
The goal of this paper is to provide such a comparison, and more importantly, to describe the general conclusions to which il has led. Relying on evidence that is divided between controlled experimental results and related formzd analysis, we compare three well-known model selection algorithms. We attemp[ to identify their relative and a.bsohtte strengths and weaknesses, and we provide some general methods for analyzing the behavior and performance of model selection algorithms. Our hope is that these results may aid the in- 'ermission to m~ke digital/hard copies of all or part of this nroterial withJt fee is granted provided that the copies are not made or d istributcd ,r profit or commercial advantage, tbe ACM copyright/servyr Jtice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given ,at copyright is by permission of tbe Association for Computing Machinery, :. (ACM). To copy otherwise, to republish,to post on servers or to .,
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.$3.50 selection algorithm (perhaps based in part on some known properties of the model selection problem being confronted).
The summary of the paper follows. In Section 2, we provide a formalization of the model selection problem. In this formalization, we isolate the problem of choosing the appropriate complexity for a hypothesis or model. We also introduce the specific model selection problem that will be the basis for our experimental results, and describe an initial experiment demonstrating that the problem is nontrivial. In Section 3, we introduce the three model selection algorithms we examine in the experiments: Vapnik's Guaranteed Risk Minimization (GRM) [11] , an instantiation of Rissanen's Minimum Description Length Principle (MDL) [7] , and Cross Validation (w).
Section 4 describes our controlled experimental comparison of the three algorithms. Using artificial y generated data from a known target function allows us to plot complete learning curves for the three algorithms over a wide range of sample sizes, and to directl y compare the resulting generalization error to the hypothesis complexity selected by each algorithm. It also allows us to investigate the effects of varying other natural parameters of the problem, such as the amount of noise in the data. These experiments support the following assertions: the behavior of the algorithms examined can be complex and incomparable, even on simple problems, and there ,are fundamental difficulties in identifying a "best" algorithm, there is a strong connection between hypothesis complexity and generalization error; and it may be impossible to uniformly improve the performance of the algorithms by slight modifications (such as introducing constant multipliers on the complexity penalty terms).
In Sections 5, 6 and 7 we turn our efforts to formal results providing explanation and support for the experimental findings. We begin in Section 5 by upper bounding the error of any model selection algorithrnfalling into a wide class (called penalty-based algorithms) that includes both GRM and MDL (but not cross validation). The form of this bound highlights the competing desires for powerful hypotheses and controlled complexity. In Section 6, we upper bound the additional error suffered by cross validation compared to any other model selection algorithm. This quality of this bound depends on the extent to which the function classes have learning curves obeying a classical power law. Finally, in Section 7, we gwe an~mpossibility result demonstrating a fundamental handicap suffered by the entire class of penalty-based algorithms that does not at"flict cross validation. In Section 8, we weigh the evidence and find that it provides concrete arguments favoring the use of cross validation (or at least cause for caution in using any penalty-based algorithm).
Definitions
Throughout the paper we assume that a fixed boolean target fhnction f is used to label inputs drawn randomly according to a fixed distribution D.
For any boolean function lL, we define the generalization
We use S to denote the random vwiable ,S = (xl, bl), . . . . (z~, fi,m) , where m is the,samplesize, each w is drawn randomly and independently according to D, and b,, = j'(x, ) @ c,, where the noise bit c, c {O, 1} is 1 with probability q; we call q c [0, 1/2) the noise rate. In the case that r) # 0, we will sometimes wish to discuss the generalization error of h with respect to the noisy examples, so
, where cis the noise bit. Note that C(h) and d(h) are related by the equality co(h) = (1 -q)c(h)+q(l -c(h)) = (1 -2q)e(h) +q, For simplicity, we will use the expression "with high probability" to mean with probability 1 -6 over the draw of S, at a cost of a factor of log( 1/6) in the bounds -thus, our bounds all contain "hidden" logarithmic factors, but our handling of confidence is entirely standard and will be spelled out in the fulI paper.
We assume a nested sequence of hypothesis classes (or rnode!s)Fl~..~Fd$..
The target function~may or may not be contained m any of these classes, so we define h~s argmin~cr, {c(h)} and E~Pt(d) =~(h~) (similarly, E~P,(d) = c~(hd)). Thus, hd is the best approximation to .f (with resPect to D) in fie ClmS Fd, and~.pt(d) measures the quality of this approximation.
Note that E.Pt ( d) is anonincreasing function of d since the hypothesis function classes are nested. Thus, htrger values of d can only improve the potential approximative power of the hypothesis class. Of course, the difficulty is to realize this potential on the basis of a small sample.
With this notation, the model selection problem can be stated informally:
on the basis of a random sample Sofa fixed size m, the go-d is to choose a hypothesis complexity~, and a hypothesis h c FJ, such that the resulting generalization error c(~) is minimized.
In many treatments of model selection, including ours, it is explicitly or implicitly assumed that the model select ion al~oritlmn has control only over the choice of the complexity cl, but not over the choice of the final hypothesis h E Fj. It is assumed that there is a fixed algorithm that chooses a set of candidate hypotheses, one from each hypothesis class. Given this set of candidate hypotheses, the model selection algorithm then chooses one of the candidates as the finaI hypothesis.
To make these ideas more precise, we define the training The model selection proble?n is then: Given the sample S, and the sequence of functions Xl = L(S,l), ..,, Ed = L(S, d), . . . determined by the learning algorithm L, select a complexity value~such that fij minimizes the resulting generalization error. Thus, a model selection algorithm is given both the sample S and the sequence of (increasingly complex) hypotheses derived by L from S, and must choose one of these hypotheses.
The current formalization suffices to motivate a key definition and a discussion of the fi-mdamental issues in model selection. We define c(d) = cL,S(d)~C(kd). Thus, c(d) is a random variable (determined by the random variable $) that gives the true generalization error of the function~d chosen by L from the class Fd. of course, c(d) is not directly accessible to a model selection algorithrw it can only be estimated or guessed in various ways from the sample S. A simple but important observation is that no model selection algorithm can achieve generalization error less than mind {c(d) }. Thus the behavior of the function c(d) -especially the location and value of its minimum -is in some sense the essential quantity of interest in model selection.
The prevailing folk wisdom in several research communities posits that c(d) will typically have a global minimum that is nontrivial -that is, at an "intermediate" value of d away from the extremes d = O and d w m. AS a demonstration of the vaIidity of this view, and as an introduction to a particular model selection problem that we will examine in our experiments, we calI the reader's attention to Figure 1 Thk is a rare case where efficient minimization is possible we have developed an algorithm based on dynamic programming that runs in linear time, thus rnaMng experiments on large samples feasible. The sample S was generated using the target function in Floo that divides [0, 1] into 100 segments of equal width 1/100 and alternating label. In Figure 1 we plot E(d) (w'hlch we can calculate exactly, since we have chosen the target function) when S consists of' m = 2000 random examples (drawn from the uniform input distribution) corrupted by noise at the rate q = 0.2. For our current discussion it suffices to note that C(d) does indeed experience a nontrivial minimum.
Not surprisingly, this minimum occurs nea [but not exactly at) the target complexity of 100.
3
Three Algorithms for Model Selection The first two model selection algorithms we consider are members of a general class that we shall informally refer to as penalty-based algorithms (and shall formally define shortly). The common theme behind these algorithm is their attempt to construct an approximation to c(d) solely on the basis of the training error ?(d) and the complexity d, often by trying to "correct" ?(d) by the amount that it underestimates~(d) through the addition of a "complexity penalty" term.
In Vapnik's Guaranteed Risk Minimization
(GRM) [1 1],~is chosen according to the ml e 1 cT= argrnin,t{:
where for convenience but without loss of generality we have assumed that d is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [ 11, 12] The next algorithm we consider, the A4inimwn Description Length Principle (MDL) [5, 6,7. 1,4] hm rather different origins than GRM. MDL is actually abroad class of algorithms with a common information-theoretic motivation, each algorithm determined by the choice of a specific coding scheme for both functions and their training errors; this two-part code is then used to describe the training sample S. To dlustrate the method, we give a coding scheme for the intervals model selection problem a Let h be a function with exactly d alterrmtions of label (thus, h E Fd). To describe the behavior of h on the sample S = { (z,, Ji) }, we can simply specify the d inputs where h switches value (that is, the indices i such Vapmk's on=ginal GRM actually multiplies the second term inside the argmin {. ) above b y a logarithmic factor intended to~warct against worst-case choices from VS'(d). Since this factor renders GRM uncompetitive on the ensuing experiments. we consider this modified and quite competitive rule whose spirit is the same.
'Our goal here is simply to give one reasonable instantiation of MDL. Other coding schemes are obviously possibl~however, severai of our formal results will hold for essentially all MDL mst.antiations. that h(zi) # IZ(Z,+ l)) 3. This takes log (~) bits; dividing by m to normalize, we obtain (l/m)
where 'H(. ) N the binary entropy function. Now given h, the labels in S can be described simply by coding the mistakes of h (that is, those indices i where h(x~) #~(x~)), at a normalized cost of fi( ;(h) ). Technically, in the coding scheme just described we also need to specify the values of d and ?(/2) . m, but the cost of these is negligible. Thus, the version of MDL that we shall examine for the intervals model selection problem dictates the following choice of~:
In the context of model selection, GRM and MDL can both be interpreted as attempts to model e ( The thud model selection algorithm that we examine has a different spirit t!lan the penalty-based algorithms.
In cross validation (CV) [9, 10] , we use only a fraction (1 --y) of the exam@es in S to obtain thg hypothesis sequence~1 6 Fl, . . . . hd~Fd, . . to precisel y study the effects of varying parameters of the data (such as noise rate, target function complexity, and sample size), on the performance of model selection algorithms. The experimental behavior we observe foreshadows a number of Important themes that we shall revisit in our formal results.
We begin with Figure 2 . To obtain this figure, a training sample was generated from the uniform input distribution and labeled according to an intervals function over [0, 1] consisting of 100 intervals of alternating label and equal width'; the sample was corrupted with noise at rate q = 0.2. In Figure 2 , we have plotted the true generalization errors (measured with respect to the noise-free source of examples) CGRNI, eMDL and CcV (using test fraction~=-0.1 fo~CV) of the hypotheses selected from the sequence hl, . . . . h~, . . . by each the three algorithms as a function of sample size m, which ranged fr~m 1 to 3000 examples. As described in Section 2, the hypotheses~d were obtained by minimizing the training error within each class Fd. Details of the code used to perform [hese experiments will be provided in the full paper. Figure 2 demonstrates the subtlety involved in comparing the three algorithms:
in particular, we see that none of the three algorithms o}ltperforms the others for all sample sizes. Thus we can immediately dismiss the notion that one of the algorithms examined can be said to be optimal for this problem in any standard sense. Getting into the details, we see that there is an initial regime (form from 1 to slightly less than 1000) in which CMDL.is the lowest of the three errors, someumes outperforming @R~by a considerable margm. Then there M a second regime (for m about 1000 to about 2500) where an interesting reversal of relative performance occurs, since now CGR~is the lowest error, considerably outperforming E~D~, which has temporarily leveled off. In both of these first two regimes, ccv remains the intermediate performer.
In the third and final regime, E~DL decreases rapidly to nmtch fG~~and the slightly larger ECV, and the performance of all three algorithms remains quite simhr for all larger sample sizes.
Insight into the causes of 13gure 2 is given by Figure 3 , where for the same runs used to obtain Figure 2 , we instead plot the quantities~GRM,~MDL and~cV, the value of~cho-sen by GRM, MDL and CV respective y (thus, the "correct" value, in the sense of simply having the same number of intervals as the urrget function, is 100). Here we see that for small sample sizes, corresponding to the first regime discussed for Figure 2 above, CfGR~is SIOWI y approaching 100 from below, reaching and remaining at the target value for about m = 1500. Although we have not shown it explicitly, GRlvf is incurring nonzero training error throughout the entire range of m. In comparison, for a long inltia~period [cm-responding to the first two regimes of m), MDL is simply choosing the shortest hypothesis that incurs no training error (and thus encodes both "legi~imate" intervals and noise), and consequently c~MDLgrows in an uncontrolled fashion. More precisely.-lt can be shown that during this period~MDL is obeying dMDL % do~27(1 -q)m + (1 -2q)qs, where .$ N the number of (equally spaced) intervals in the target function and q is the noise rate (so for the current experiment 'Similar results hold for a randomly chosen target function. s = 100 and q = 0.2). This "overcoming" behavior of MDL is actually preferable, in terms of generalization error, to the initial "under$oding" behavior of GRNI, as verified by Figure 2. OnCt? dGR~tipprOaChM 100, however, the overcoming of MDL is a re~ative liability, resulting in the second regime. Figure 3 clearly shows that the transition from the second to the tlird regime (where approximate parity is achieved) is the direct result of a dramatic correction to~MDL from do (defined above) to the target value of 100. Finallyl~CV makes a more rapid but noisier approach to 100 than dGR~, and iq fact also overshoots 100, but much less dramatically than dMDL. This more rapid initial increase again results in superior generalization error compared to GRM for small m, but the inability of~CV to settle at 100 results in slightly higher error for larger m. In the full paper, we examine the same plots of generalization error and hypothesis complexity for different values of the noise rate; here it must suffice to say that for q = O, all three algorithms have comparable performance for all sample sizes, and as~increases so do the qualitative effects discussed here for the q = 0.2 case (for instance, the duration of the second regime, where MDL is vastly inferior, increases with the noise rate).
The behavior~GRM and iMDL in Figure 3 can be traced to the form of the total penalty functions for the two algorlthm.s. is there a pentity-based algorithm that enJoys the best properties of both GRM and MDL? By this we would mean an algorithm that approaches the "correct" d value (whatever It may be for the problem in hand) more rapidly than GRM, but does so without suffering the long, uncontrol~ed "overcoming" period of MDL. An obvious candidate for such an algorithm is simply a modified version of GRM or MDL, in which we reason (for example) that perhaps the GRM penalty for complexity is too large for this problem (resulting in the initial reluctance to code), and we thus multiply the complexity penaIty term m the GRM ntle (the second term inside the argmin{.)j in Equation (1) by a constant less than 1 (or analogously, multiply the MDL complexity penalty term by a constant greater than 1 to reduce overcocting). The results of an experiment on such a modified version of GRM are shown in Figures 7 and 8 , where the original GRM performance is compared to a modified version in which the complexity penalty is multiplied by 0.5. Interestingly and perhaps unfortunately, we see that there is no free lunch: while the modified version does indeed code more rapidly and thus reduce the small m generalization error, this comes at the cost of a subsequent overcoming regime with a corresponding degradation in generalization error (and in Fact a considerably slower return to d = 100 than MDL under the same conditions) 6. The reverse phenomenon (reluctance to code) is experienced for MDL with an increased complexity penalty multiplier (details in the ful~paper).
Let us summarize the key points demonstrated by these experiments. Fkst, none of the three algorithms dominates the others for all sample sizes. Second, the two penalty-based algorithms seem to have a bias either towards or against coding that is overcome by the inherent properties of the data asymptotically, but that can have a large effect on generalization error for small to moderate sample sizes. Third, this bias cannot be overcome simply by adjusting the relative weight of error and complexity penalties, without reversing the bias of the resulting rule and suffering increased generalization error for some range of m. Fourth, while CV is not the best of the algorithms for any value of m, it does manage to fairly closely track the best penalty-based algorithm for each value of m, and considerably beats both GRM and MDL in their regimes of weakness. We now turn our attention to our formal results, where each of these key points will be developed further.
A Bound on Generalization Error for Penalty-Based Algorithms
We begin our formal results with a bound on the generalization error for penalty-based algorithms that enjoys three features. Fkst, it is general: it applies to prac~icaliy any penalty-based algorlthm, and holds for any mode~selection problem (of course, there is a price to pay for such generality, as discussed below). Second, for certain algorithms and certain problems the bound can give rapid rates of convergence to small error. Third, the form of the bound is suggest~ve of some of the behavior seen in the experimental results. We state the bound for the special but natural case in which the underlying learning algorithm L is training error minimization; in the full paper, we will present a straightforward analogue for more .genet'at L. Both this theorem and Theorem 2 in (he following section are stated for the noise-free case; but again, straightforward generalizations to the noisy case w1ll be included in the full paper. Let us now discuss the form of the bound given in Theorem 1. The first term RG( m) approaches the optimal generalization error within~& in the limit of ] arge m, and the second term directly penalizes large complexity.
These terms may be thought of as competing. In order for RG (m) to approach 7we~m~~he reader mat our bounds contain hidden logari~~-mic factors that we specify in the full paper. Ideally. we might want G(., ) to balance the two ierrns of dle bound, which implicitly involves finding an appropriutel y controlled but sufficient y rapid rate of increase m~. The tension between these two criteria in the bound echoes the same tension that was seen experimentally:
for MDL, dlere was a long period of essentially uncontrolled growth of d (linear in m), and this uncomrolled growth prevented any significant decay of generalization error (Figures 2 and 3) . GRM had controlled growth of~, and thus would incur negligible error from our second term-but perhaps this growth wm too controlled, m it results in the initially slow (small m) decrease m generalization error.
To examine these issues further, we now apply the bound of Theorem 1 to several penalty-based algorithms. In some cases the find form of the bound given in the theorem statement. while easy to interpret, is unnecessarily coarse, and better rates of convergence can be obtained by directly appealing to the proof of the theorem.
We begin with a simpti$ed GRNI variant (SGRM), defined by
For this algorithm, we observe that we can avoid weakening Equation (7) This n not so mysterious, since SGRM penalizes strongly for compl exlty (even more so~han GRM). This bound expresses the generalization error as the minimum of the sum of the best possible error within each class Fd and a penalty for complexity. Such a bound seems etmrely reasonable, given that it is essential] y the expected value of the empirical quantity we minimized to choose~in the first place. Furthermore, if' c.,,,(d) + m approximates~(d) well, then such a bound is about the best we could hope for. However, there is no reason in general to expect this to be the case. Bounds of this type were first given by B aron and Cover [1] in the context of density estimation.
As an exanmle of the atmlication of Theorem 1 to MDL we can derive tfie followin~hound on .fMDL(m):
26 +~~MDL/m (13) where we have used H-l(y) < y and H(z + Y) < fi($) + H(Y). Again, we emphasize that the bound given by Equation (13) is vacuous without a bound on~MDL, which we know from the experiments can be of order m. However, by combining tlis bound with an analysis of the behavior of dMm for Lhe intervals problem, we can give an accurate theoretical explanation for the experimental findings for MDL (details in the full paper).
As a final example, we apply Theorem 1 to a variant of MDL in which the penalty for coding is increased over the original, 
A Bound on the Additional Error of CV
In this section we state a general theorem bounding the additional generalization error suffered by cross validation compared to any polynomial complexity model selection algorithm M. By thk we mean that given a sample of size m, algorithm M will never choose a value of d larger than rnf or some fixed exponent k > 1. We emphasize that thk is a mild condition that is met in practically every realistic model selection problem. although there are many documented circumstances in which we may wish to choose a model whose complexity is on the order of the sample size, we do not imagine wanting to choose, for instance, a neural network with a number of nodes exponential in the sample size. In any case, more general but more complicated assumptions may be substituted for the notion of polynomial complexity, and we discuss these in the full paper. By standard uniform convergence arguments we have that lc(~j) -?sII(Lj)l = 0(/1-) for all d < d~.= with high probability over the draw of S". Therefore with high probability Ccv = njn{c(kj)} + o(v''~).
(15) But as we have previously observed, the generalization error of any model selection algorith-m (including M) on input Sĩ s lower bounded by mind {c(h~) }, and our claim directly follows.
u Note that the bound of Theorem 2 does not claim~cv(rn)6 M( m j for all M (which would mean that cross validation is an optimal model selection algorithm).
The bound given is weaker than this ideal in two important ways. First, and perhaps most importantly, EM(( 1--y)rn,) may be considerably larger than EM(~). This could either be due to properties of the underlying learning algorithm L, or due to inherentphase transitions (sudden decreases) in the optimal inforrnationtheoretic learning curve [8, 3] -thus, in an extreme case, it could be that the generalization error that can be achieved within some class Fd by training on m examples is close to O, but that the optimal generalization error that can be achieved in Fd by training on a slightly smaller sample is near 1/2.
This 1s intuitively the worst case for cross validation -when the small fraction of the sample saved for testing was critically needed for training in order to achieve nontrivial performance -and is reflected in the first term of our bound. Obviously the risk of 'Ymssing" phase transitions can be minimized by decreasing the test fraction~, but only at the expense of increasing the test penalty term, which is the second way in which our bound falls short of the Ideal. However, unlike the potentially unbounded difference w(( 1 --y)mj -~~(m), our bound on the test penalty can be decreased without any problem-specific knowledge by simply increasing the test fraction~.
Despite these two competing sources of additional CV error. the bound has some strengths that are worth discussing. First of all, the bound holds for any model selection problem instance [{ Fd}, f, D, L), We believe that giving similarly general bounds for any penalty-based algorithm would 'be extremely difficult, if not impossible. The reason for this belief arises from the diversity of learning curve behavior documented by the statistical mechanics approach [8, 3] , among other sources. In the same way that there is no universal learning curve behavior, there is no universal behavior for the relationship between the functions :(d) and e(d) -the relationship between these quantities may depend critically on [he target function and the input distribution (tlus point 1smade more formally m Section 7)0 CV is sensitive to this dependence by virtue of its target function-dependent and distribution-dependent estimate of c(d). In contrast, by their very nature, penalty-based algorithms propose a universal penalty to be assigned to the observat~on of error~(h ) for a hypothesis h of complexity do A more technical feature of Theorem 2 is that It can be combined with bounds derived for penalty-based algorithms using Theorem 1 to suggest how the parameter~should be tuned. For example, letting M be the SGRM algorithm described in Section 5, and combining Equation (11) If we knew the form of c.Pt (d) (or even had bounds on it), then in principle we could minimize the bound of Equation (1'7) as a function of y to derive a recommended training/test split. Such a program is feasible for many specific problems (such as the intervals problem), or by investigating general but plausible bounds on the approximation rate~opt(d), such m copt( d) s cO/d for some constant co > 0. We pursue this line of inquiry in some detail in the full paper. For now, we simply note that Equation (17) tells us that in cases for which the power law decay of generalization error within each Fd holds approximately, the performance of CV will be competitive with GRM or any other algorithm.
This makes perfect sense in light of the preceding analysis of the two sources for additional CV error: in problems with power law learning curve behavior, we have a power law bound on EM((1 -y)m) -EM(m), and thus CV "tracks" any other algorithm closely in terms of generalization error, This is exactly the behavior observed in the experiments described in Section 4, for which the power law is known to hold approximate y.
Limitations on Penalty-Based Algorithms
Recall that our experimental findings suggested that it may sometimes be fair to think of penalty-based algorithms as being either conservative or liberal in the amount of coding they are willing to allow in their hypothesis, and that bias in either direction can result in suboptimaJ generalization that is not easily overcome by tinkering with the form of the rule. In this section we treat this intuition more formally, by giving a theorem demonstrating some fundamental limitations on the diversity of problems that can be effectively handled by any fixed penatty-based algorithm.
Briefly, we show that there are (at least) two very different forms that the relationship between :(d) and e(d) can assume, and that any penalty-based algorithm can perform well on only one of these. Furthermore, for the problems we choose, CV can in fact succeed on both. Thus we are doing more than simply demonstrating that no model selection algorithm can succeed universally for all target functions, a statement that is intuitively obvious. We are m fact identifying a weakness that 1s special to penalty-based algorithms.
However, as we have discussed previously, the use of CV is not without pitfalls of its own. We therefore conclude the paper in Section 8 with a summary of the different risks involved with each type of algorithm, and a discussion of our belief that in the absence of detailed problem-specific knowledge, our overall analysis favors the Use of ml We can now give the underlying logic of the proof using the hypothetical ?,(d) and ?Z(d). Letdl denote the complexity chosen by G for Problem 1, and let & be defined similarly. First consider the behavior of G on Problem 2. In this problem we know by our assumptions on e2(d) that if G fails to choose Jz > m/2, 6G~al, akeady giving a constant lower bound on~G for this problem. This is the easier casd ms let us assume that~2 > m/2, and consider the behavior of G on Problem 1, Referring to Figure 9 , we see that for
(because penalty-based algorithms assign greater penatties for greater training-error or greater complexity).
Since we have assumed that dz~m/2, we know that
and in particular, this inequality holds for O s d < Do. , we have that
from which it directly follows that in Problem 1, G cannot choose O~,~1 s Do. By the second condition on Problem 1 above, dus implies that~G > f( Do ); if we arrange that Do = cm for some constant c, then we have a constant lower bound on c~for Problem 1.
Due to space limitations, we defer the precise descriptions of Problems 1 and 2 for the full paper. However, in Problem 1 the classes Fd are essentially those for the intervals model selection problem, and in Problem 2 the Fd are based on parity functions. El
We note that although Theorem 3 was designed to create two model selection problems with the most disparate behavior possible, the proof teclmique can be used to give lower bounds on the generalization error of penalty-based algorithms under more generat settings. In the full paper we will also argue that for the two problems considered, the generalization error of CV is m fact close to mind{~~(d)} (that is, withk a small additive term that decreases rapidly with m) for both problems. Finally, we remark that Theorem 3 can be strengthened to hold for a single model selection problem (that is, a single function class sequence and distribution), with only the target function changing to obtain the two different behaviors. This rules out the salvation of the penalty-based algorithms via problem-specific parameters to be tuned, such as "effeetive dimension",
Conclusions
Based on both our experimental and theoretical results, we offer the following conchtsions:
Model selection algorithms that attempt to reconstruct the curve C(d) solely by examining the curve i?(d) often have a tendency to overcode or undercode in their hypothesis for small sample sizes, which is exactly the sample size regime in which model selection is an issue. Such tendencies are not easily eliminated without suffering the reverse tendency.
There exist model selection problerm in which a hypothesis whose complexity is close to the sample size should be chosen, and in which a hypothesis whose complexity is close to Oshould be chosen, but that generate ?(d) curves with insufficient information to distinguish which is the case. The penalty-based algorithms cannot succeed in both cases, whereas CV can.
The error of CV can be bounded in terms of the error of any other algorithm The only cases in which the CV error may be dramatically worse are those in which phase transitions occur in the underlying learning curves at a sample size larger than that held out for training by CV.
Thus we see that both types of algorithms considered have their own Achilles' Heel. For penalty-based algorithms. it is an inability to distinguish two types of problems that call for drastically different hypothesis complexities. For CV, it is phase transitions that unluckily fall between (1 -T)m examples and m examples. On bakmce, we feel that the ev-idence we have gathered favors use of CV in most common circumstances.
Perhaps the best way of stating our position is as follows:
given the general upper bound on CV error we have obtained, and the limited applicability of' any fixed penalty-based rule demonstrated by Theorem 3 and the experimental results, the burden of proof lies with the practitioner who favors an penalty-based afgorithm over CV. In other words, such a practitioner should have concrete evidence (experimental or theoretical) that their algorithm wdl outperform CV on the problem of interest. Such evidence )?ũsr arise from detailed problem-specific knowledge, since we have demonstrated here the diversity of behavior that is possible in naturaf model selection problems. 
